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ABSTRACT

This study considered the recognition of persons' gender through the differences of the discoursal features and stylistic choices of their Arabic Facebook comments. Three hundred comments on different topics were collected from same-/cross-sex interactions of friends, acquaintances and relatives having similar educational and social backgrounds and with an age range 20-50. Some research questions were raised as to whether males and females differed in terms of the discoursal features of their comments as well as the ability to recognize the person's gender on the basis of these features. Accordingly, some hypotheses were formulated, viz. males' and females' comments involved distinguished gendered discoursal features and styles, females behaved in line with maintenance roles while males behaved in line with task-oriented roles, and the persons' gender could be predicted through applying the gendered features they had. The study came up with various conclusions that, to some extent, confirmed the hypotheses stated.
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Introduction

Gender is a primary category for understanding the world around us when we enter into any conversation. Based on visible cues, we recognize that each participant we are interacting with is a man or a woman. Immediately, then stereotypes come into play which affect the impression we form (Weatherall, 2005). However, Arize (1996:20) argues that gender is much more complex than the acquisition of
internalized stable patterns of behavior. We must, he adds, account for the confusion of gender with social roles and status and for the fact that in particular contexts a man or a woman may display either feminine or masculine behavior. People do not behave consistently in different situations. Hence, there are multiple aspects to the self, and people display them differently depending on the participants in an interaction or the demands of the situational context (ibid, 1996:20). Gender, then, is not simply a matter of sex but also its consequences affect the social, practical and political life in the community.

Research Problem

Computer-mediated communication (CMC) systems become commonplace in our society, and researchers are increasingly investigating how these technologies impact our lives. Among the numerous research topics, one interesting issue concerns the recognition of gender.

This research discusses the differences in styles of participation that exist between males and females which can, in turn, give information about the person’s gender and identity since the differences between males and females may lead sometimes to misunderstanding and cause a problem especially with no physical cues or body language available.

Thus, the study aims at understanding how gender interacts with communicative style to affect participation, by identifying the differences in the gender discoursal features of males’ and females’ Iraqi Arabic comments on Facebook, and by figuring out the gender of the user through the identified discoursal features.

The significance of this study lies in the fact that it is an addition to the studies about gender differences in Internet language interaction. Users on the Internet can figure out the gender of the anonymous person chatting with through certain discoursal and stylistic features that one gender uses more than the other.

Literature Review

Research studies have noted the relationship between gender and language in computer-mediated-communication. Smith and Balka (as cited in Herring, 2000) found that participation by both males and females is almost equal in an anonymous computer system. This has made Hraway (as cited in Fischer, 2011, p. 53) believe that sexual inequalities would dissolve on the Internet. This resulted in the claim raised by Postmes and Spears (as cited in Berchmeir et al., 2011) that communication, with the lack of physical cues and equal status and opportunities on the Internet, would be free from sex stereotypes. A fact that was confirmed by Herring (2000) who argues that the absence of physical cues, as to message sender’s identity, removes all the information of gender, race social class, etc. (Crowston & Kammerer, 2010) for equalitarian gendered features.

However, Herring (as cited in Savicki et al., 2006) points out that differences between genders existed and can to a large extent be the same as differences in
face-to-face communication. She also noticed that there are some obvious differences in email messages to the extent that one can judge whether the sender is a female or a male. In a study, Bruckman (as cited in Herring, 2003) found that females tend to receive more responses to their messages than males.

Moreover, a case study analyzed employees’ attitudes toward, and experiences with, an organizational electronic mail system. Results revealed that females perceived e-mail to be easier to use, more efficient (active), and more effective than males. (Savicki et al., 2006).

Another study revealed some relationships between gender and satisfaction with CMC. As a result, females viewed CMC more favorably than males. Despite that, studies related to gender differences have shown different results (Ahmad & Ahmad, 2018; Herring & Stoerger, 2013; Kapidzic & Herring, 2011; Li & Kirkup, 2018; Lin & Wang, 2019; Miller & Durndell, 2004; Sambasivan, 2019; Sussman & Tyson, 2000)

Research Questions and Hypotheses

In this study, the following research questions are addressed:
1. To what extent do males and females differ in terms of the discoursal and stylistic features of their comments on Facebook?
2. Can the person's gender and identity be identified on the basis of analyzing these features?

The study hypothesizes that:
1. Males and Females' comments involve distinguished gender discoursal features and styles.
2. The persons' gender and identity are predicted through the gender features they experience in their interaction (comments) with others.

Methodology

The data were collected during the year 2016-2017 from friends’, acquaintances’ and relatives’ comments on Facebook. Three hundred comments on different topics were collected from three sorts of interaction with each sort having an equal quantity of comments, 100. These three sorts of interactions include same-sex, i.e. male-male and female-female, and cross-sex interaction, namely male-female interaction. The comments had been taken from participants having similar educational and social background with an age range 20-50.

The analysis methods are:
i. Extracting certain linguistic and discoursal features from the data. These features include the type of vocabulary or lexical words used, the type of syntactic structures and the stylistic and rhetorical features.
ii. Comparing the three sorts of interaction as far as the previous linguistic and discoursal features are concerned to figure out the gender differences and
identify the person’s gender and identity on the basis of these features, as a result.

iii. Presenting tables for the frequencies of adopting each feature by males or females through the three sorts of interaction

iv. Designing a test for recognizing gender anonymity. The test involves asking some researcher’s friends to send some comments from Facebook to the researcher without showing the gender in advance so as to keep the gender of the persons writing the comments unknown. Depending on the cues discovered in the study conclusions, these comments have been analyzed to test whether or not we can differentiate the gender of the person.

v. Asking back, then, these researcher’s friends to reveal the gender to know whether or not we have been accurate in determining the gender of the persons responsible for these comments.

Results and Discussion

The first part of the results is related to lexical differences based on several key patterns of use.

**Lexical Differences**

**Colour Words**

Some different colour vocabularies between females and males were observed. Let us consider the following excerpt between two males talking about the colour of the tie they chose to wear at their graduation party. Speaker A is asking to make sure that they chose the purple colour. B answers him with a positive approval:

A: / raḥ nilbas ribā: t banafsad3i: jābā: b/  
(Are we going to wear a purple tie, guys?)

B: / ?ē: banafsad3i: ?ittafaqnaːː/  
(Yes, purple. It’s a deal)

Later, a girl interacts commenting:

C: /læː darad3at hāːda ḥillāː ?ismāː kajmiːr maː banafsad3iː/  
(No, the shade of this colour is cashmere not purple)

The male friends agreed immediately on the colour while the female friend considered it to be another shade of the colour and gave it a specific name. The previous extract, then, indicates that females have a more specific sense for colours than males do.

**Empty (Neutral) Adjective**

Empty adjectives are used to soften sentences by adding a more intimate and friendly sense to them. In a female-female interaction, a female posted a picture of her daughter and got the following comments as a result:
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B: /jgad ðilwa ?alla jîfaddha/
   (How beautiful she is! God bless her)
C: /kulli jkju:t ðabi:bi/
   (So cute my love)

A group of empty adjectives were restricted to females only, viz. /kju:t/ (cute), /ræ:?i:ʕa/ (elegant), /d3ami:ʕa/ (handsome), /qadi:ra/ (good) and /ræ:qi:/ (creative) while /mubdiʕ/ (creative), /mutamjjiz/ (distinct), /rahi:b/ (incredible), /ʕadi:m/ (great), and /rawʕa/ (amazing) were restricted to males, though the adjectives /ʕazi:za/ (precious), /d3ami:la/ (beautiful) and /ðilwa/ (nice) were used by both males and females.

Intensifiers

Another lexical difference between males and females is the frequent use of intensifiers by females. That is why, in the data we could hardly find examples where males use intensifiers in their comments. Let us look at the following example:

A: /ʃinu: ra?]ukum bhæ:ðaiʃʃaxis /
   (What is your opinion about this person?)
B: /ʔistiʃræ:dι: hwaέ:ja/
   (He is showing off too much)

Through the above example, the first-person, A, is asking about a specific newly known doctor. He attached his question with a photo of the person. In reaction, B comments on the post giving his opinion about that person by saying that he shows off too much (in the sense that instead of saying useful things in his lecture, the doctor just shows off). Thus, the person uses the intensifier /hwaέ:ja/ (too much) to show how much the person is showing off.

Hedges

The use of this strategy involves the use of mitigating words by the speaker to indicate that he/she is uncertain about what to say. On the other hand, the speaker can be certain about what he is about to say but he/she uses hedges so as not to impose the truth (e.g. he is kinda short). Sometimes it is used as a strategy for showing politeness.

Let us look at the following example between two females talking about a photo of them taken together and one of them is asking whether or not they remember the day it was taken:

A: /titðakkaru:n hæ:ðai ljɛ:m/
   (Do you remember this day?)
B: /ʔaʃtIQid bhæ:ða lijɛ:m inqataʔ ðiðæ:ʔ mi:na/
   (I think it is the day when Mena’s shoes cut off).

The second speaker is not sure of the day. That is why she starts with /ʔaʃtIQid/ (I think) as a guess by her.
Vulgar Words

In their comments through the data collected, males resort to vulgar words. The use of vulgar words is expressed in calling people by animal names which can be rude if the person actually has the intention of offending the person talking to. This is clearly shown in the following excerpt:

B: / miʃtæ:qlak tfalib/ (I miss you, dog)

Vulgar words can be offensive when reading comments on public pages. However, males don’t realize that they use a lot of inappropriate words in their comments especially when talking with their same-sex partners.

In contrast, females in their cross-interaction hardly use this type of words due to the fact that they are judged by the society more than males. They need to know what they are typing and what the consequences of it; they can't write or type anything that can judge a female by her comments. However, females use these words more frequently with females than with males though it also depends on how close their relationship is.

Emphatic Expressions

An emphatic expression is one that is said to indicate the importance of the idea being introduced or having strong feelings towards what is said. Let us consider the following excerpt:

A: / minu: jid3i: nru:h maʃrad ilkutub/ (Who wants to come to the book fair?)
B: /?aki:d ?ad3i:/ (I will for sure (definitely) come)
C: /?aki:d nʃæ:rik/ (I will for sure (definitely) participate)

Both B and C are willing to participate in the book fair and they assure their answers with the emphatic expression /?aki:d/ (for sure (definitely)). In addition, one can notice that they are supportive to their friends through using these emphatic expressions.

In fact, females use emphatic expressions most of the time to show their feelings as well as to express agreement with the person being talked to. They do not argue a lot as males do, so they are of supportive nature. Some examples of the emphatic expressions include /fiʃlan/ (really), /?e: walla/ (I swear).

Emphatic expressions are also so clear with cross-sex dyads. This is clearly shown in the following excerpt where A, a male, is talking about his trip to Malaysia especially when he tried parachuting. One of his female friends, B, who was with...
him during his trip, posts her comment to emphasize what he said and express her same feeling about the experience:

A: /ʔittad3riba hu:lwa wjus:r ittajær:n kæ:n jixablil/
   (The experience was nice, and the feeling of flying was incredible)
B: /fiʃlan ju:s:r ittajær:n jixablil/
   (It was really an incredible feeling)

**Syntactic Structures**

Males and females use some different syntactic structures in posting their comments:

*Tag and Direct Questions*

Holmes (2006) points out that in using tag questions, the speaker asserts something and asks for the listener's response. It is used to get confirmation about certain information; tag questions may also express uncertainty, or they may function as facilitative or positive politeness devices.

Let us consider the following excerpt between a male and a female friend:

A: /mnawri:n ?i:hu bissura/
   (We look nice in the photo).
   (I am not shown in the photo, was I the one who took it, aren't I?)

In the first comment, A is talking about a photo they took together in the past. The girl, B, is asking about herself in the photo wondering if she was the one who was in the photo. She was young at that time so she can’t remember and is not sure. That is why she uses a tag question to ask for affirmation by anyone against her claim.

Furthermore, females may share their opinion by raising direct questions. This is due to the fact that sometimes they do not have the courage to say what they want directly or they want to save each other's face by hiding what is required with a question. This is shown in the following excerpt where a male posts a picture with his friends at the college including B, his female friend, and gets a direct question by his B friend as a result:

   (Why did you post this photo? I don’t look beautiful)

Since she doesn’t look beautiful in the photo, B, asks a question about the reason behind posting the photo by her friend, instead of saying directly "You shouldn’t post the photo" (otherwise she would be considered impolite).

*Imperative*

Imperative is one of the grammatical structures that is used by males more frequently. This is due to the fact that males are more direct in their speech, while females feel that they do not have the right to tell others what to do. So, they try to soften their speech when they want someone to do something.
Let us consider the following extract between three males staying in a dorm:

A: /?iľhaːjæːt dɔːdɔːla/  
   (Life is boring).
B: /qiɡra lǐ??iṃtɑːhæːn ?ɑːhsæn mæːtɪfæsɑf/  
   (Read for your exam instead of wasting your time)
C: /dʒɪʰbiː?akîl wɛj mɛn tɪdʒɪː/  
   (Bring me some food with you, when you come)

In the above-mentioned extract, the first-person complains about how boring life is. Instead of being supportive emotionally like females, his male friends just ignore his claim and start telling him what to do (since he is out while his friends are in the dorm studying for the exam). Hence, B asks him to start reading instead of complaining while C asks him to bring with him some food while he is on his way to the dorm.

**Rhetorical Features**

**Sarcasm**

In sarcasm not only using harsh words that counts but most of the time mock and making fun of others or saying things that are the opposite to what is actually happening also count (cf. Herring, S. (1995)).

This is shown in the following example between two males talking about marriage where no bad or taboo words used:

A: / raħ ?atzawwadʒ/  
   (I am getting married)
B: / jidʒʕ əlæ: xaː?æːtimat ilʔæːn ?axuːjæː/  
   (My condolences to you, my brother)

A, the first speaker, posts that he is getting married and it is not like 100% true. This is clear through the comment he gets from B who is giving him condolences, which is, in turn, a kind of sarcasm since getting married is part of having happy news.

**Flaming**

Flaming is another term that can be, to some extent, similar to sarcasm but it is more direct and offensive. Some linguists describe it as "abuse" which is special for the online world. Males are less concerned about other's positive face; so, for them it is more about saying what they want directly whether it is harsh or offensive (Herring, 1996: 126).

Since the data concern comments from friends, acquaintances and relatives, flaming is not widespread. Let us look at the following example taken from a male-female interaction where A, the female is talking about a childhood picture:

A: /juf raːs ?aħmad jafra mkaaffij hhhhhh/  
   (Look at Ahmad’s head. His hair looks so thick hhhhhh)

The girl is making fun of one of the boys in an old photo of his childhood. The guy is one of her relatives and through the photo, one realizes that she is older than...
him which makes it possible to write such a comment. She talks about his hair, but still one can consider the comment to be a joke between relatives especially when she adds the laugh at the end of the sentence to soften the meaning of the sentence from flaming into a joke. We realize that the guy also takes it as a joke when he replies with:

B: / ?aḥla min jaʾritʃ /

(My hair is more beautiful than yours)

He takes it as it is, a joke from a relative, and he does not flame back or say any bad word.

Repetition of Letters

As the title indicates, this strategy includes repeating a certain letter in a word several times to emphasize its intended meaning. It could refer to positive things; it comes sometimes as an exaggeration to emphasize feelings and a wish for something.

Let us look at the following example between two females talking about their own photo eating out:

B: / jahi hee̱e̱e̱e̱e!:/ (It’s sooo delicious)
C: / twannasnaː w?akalna koonːma:/

(We had so much fun and ate alooot)
D: / ?aeːni ham ?ariːiːiːd:/

(I waaant that too)

The girls are talking about their meeting out and eating in a restaurant. B is one of the girls talking about how delicious the food is using /hee̱e̱e̱e!:/ (sooo). Speaker C as well repeats some letters of the word /koonːma:/ (alooot) to indicate that they ate more than any time. As a response, speaker D replies with /?ariːiːiːd:/ (I waaant) to express her desire to be with them and probably also eat a lot of food since she wasn’t with them.

Exaggeration

Exaggeration is a rhetorical device used to magnify things or to make them more important. It is also used to refer to people to make people seem better or worse than they really are in reality. This is clearly shown in the following extract:

A: / talaba min mataːʔim ittabarruː rīfmaːl biwad3bæːt ?akil fakaːn irrad min kubra mataːʔim tastad3bìːlītalabiːhi/

(He asked restaurants to donate some meals for workers and he got donation from the biggest restaurants in the area)
B: / ḫgad hiluː jamna ʔalif sana ilwæːː hid jihtʃiː: wmaʔhad jistad3bː/ (That’s beautiful; in our country if you talk thousands of years, no one will respond)

The first female, A, posts about a male who asks restaurant owners to donate for helping workers and how big restaurant interacted with him to afford meals for the workers. In response, female B, reflects that this would be impossible in her
country, people will talk for thousands of years and still no one would answer. She uses \( \text{السنون} \) (thousands of years) as an exaggerated expression of showing how the situation is bad in her country, since no one actually responds during thousands of years.

Despite the common belief that the Internet will produce greater egalitarian communication, this research has proved that this is commonly not the case. The findings generally have indicated that on Arabic Facebook comments, people cannot liberate themselves from their gendered identities. The study reveals that a number of gender differences, expressed in the discoursal and stylistic features, are found. The results also reflect the characteristics of the informal context.

The findings suggest that sometimes participants gender-switch online. There has been some insight into the sort of people who gender-switch which suggests that they are predominantly males. The possible explanations for gender-switch is that males can experience some of the power that comes from being a man; they have a great deal of control; the absence of the physical body (the anonymous nature of the Internet) makes it possible for males to gender-switch.

The overall findings at in this study were tabulated and shown in the following tables:

**Table 1**
Frequency of lexical differences of males and females

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lexical Differences</th>
<th>Male-Male</th>
<th>Female-Female</th>
<th>Male-Female</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Colour words</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empty (Neutral) Adjective</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intensifiers</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hedges</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vulgar words</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emphatic expressions</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2**
Frequency of Syntactic Differences of Males and Females

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Syntactic Structures</th>
<th>Male-male</th>
<th>Female-Female</th>
<th>Male-Female</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tag &amp; Direct Questions</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imperative</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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By looking at the strategies explored, the tables show that males and females differ in the way they communicate and the way they attempt to influence others. Females tend to have more expressive, cooperative, and polite communication characteristics, while males show more aggressive, assertive, direct, and powerful communication traits. Hence, as far as communication styles are concerned, the tables reflect that while males are more goal and task-oriented, females tend to be more people and relationship-oriented. It is no coincidence that these behaviors and values are also present in everyday discourse.

As in face-to-face communication, the findings indicate that females tend to use language that is powerless. For instance, it is found that females are least likely to argue. Their communication is more supportive. So, they act in reactive rather than proactive ways. Furthermore, females engage in interactivity and rely on the opinion of others to help construct their own knowledge, in the sense that females' messages are more emphatic, mention themselves and their families. They show more personal orientation in their language.

In contrast, males are found to be authoritatively oriented and this orientation is evidenced through language expressions. Comments by males were found to be more confrontational, autonomous, certain, arrogant and controlled. Males use coarser, somehow more abusive language and strong assertions. Males' postings, more than females, use humour and/or sarcasm; they seem to be attempting to establish dominance. They call out more answers during their interaction.

For recognizing gender anonymity, we asked the people, after finishing the whole designed test, who sent us the comments of the test to reveal the gender of the persons commenting; as a result, out of 30 comments, twenty-five ones were perfectly predicted, a point which shows a good confirmation of our study findings in relation to gender differences in Facebook interaction. Let us look at some truly and some wrongly predicted gendered comments.

A. Truly predicted gendered comments:

   yabi: mu: ?iħnæ: /
   (Mateen tagged us to tell us he is stupid not we)
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Table 3
Frequency of Rhetorical Differences of Males and Females

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rhetorical Features</th>
<th>Male-Male</th>
<th>Female-Female</th>
<th>Male-Female</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sarcasm</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flaming</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repetition of Letters</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exaggeration</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
It is assumed that it is a male comment. This is due to the fact that the comment involves the word /ɣabi:/ (stupid), a cursing word which is used more frequently by males; Besides, the person uses flaming against one of his friends when he calls him /ɣabi:/ (stupid).

   (Those are not we at all, today I will just write you comments, it’s like a holiday for me)

The assumption is that it is a female's comment. This is due to the fact that the person uses repetition of letters with the word /?abadaaaa/ (never).

   (The invigilator today was cute. He was saying I won't give the questions).

It is female's comment. This is so because the person uses /lati:f/ (cute), an empty adjective used by females more frequently, as well as using the repetition of letters between each of the two sentences.

   (If you don’t know where and in what place, why do you post it, you are playing with people’s feelings)

The person in this comment is directly flaming the other in relation to some news he posted. He is adopting the strategy of asking a direct question, which is a strategy used by male speakers.

B. Wrongly predicted gendered comments:

   (Japan is different in everything... a country with its people deserve life... we need to appreciate that)
   The sentence does have dots between each sentence (part of repeating letters strategy), that’s why it is assumed to be a female comment. However it has been found that it is a male comment.

2. / jaʃni: hæːj wad3ba kæːmla (?) loː muqabbilæːt qabl ilɣada (?) !/
   (I mean, is this the main course or starters before lunch!?)
   The sentence contains a question with options for the answer. In addition, it involves the addition of /jaʃni:/ (I mean) at the beginning. All these made us assume it’s a female comment. However it is a male comment.
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I think this video is in middle Africa.

Using the hedge / jimkin/ (I think) makes it look like a female comment. However, it is a male comment.

Conclusions

The study has come up with several conclusions which confirm the hypotheses raised. It has been found that females have more stock of words for colours than males. Besides, they use a smaller range of empty adjectives than males. Males use specific adjectives, viz. / ħilwa/ (sweet), /d3ami:la/ (beautiful) especially when describing people. Some of the adjectives are restricted to females only, viz. /kju:t/ (cute), /ræ:ʔiʕa/ (elegant), /d3ami:l/ (handsome), /qadi:ra/ (good), and / ræ:qi:/ (elegant), though /ħilwa/ (sweet), /ʕazi:za/ (precious) and /d3ami:la/ (beautiful) are used by both males and females.

Moreover, the cross-interaction between males and females also involves some empty adjectives. This can be shown through adjectives like: /mubdiʕ/ (creative), /mutamajjiz/ (distinct), /rahi:b/ (incredible), /ʕadi:m/ (great), and /rawʕa/ (amazing). In addition, the frequent use of intensifiers was shown to be used by females. Males usually use intensifiers with negative adjectives as /ʔistiʕæ:d/i:/ (show off) commenting on other people whether these people are from their community or being regional, while females use it with positive adjective like /ħilwu:/ (sweet) and /d3ami:l/ (beautiful). Besides, in female- female interaction, the intensifier /kulliʃ/ (so) has been found more frequently.

Furthermore, hedges are frequently manipulated by females while vulgar words have been used by females less frequently in all the types of interactions (it is adopted just when interacting with another female). This is due to the fact they are judged by the society more than males. Besides, when vulgar words are used with another female, all that depends on how close their relationship is.

As for emphatic expressions, they have been used less frequently by males. This is due to the fact that females usually agree and support others’ opinion. Some examples of the emphatic expressions include /fiʕlan/ "really " and /ʔe: walla/ ( I swear). The word /ʔaki:d/ (for sure (definitely)) was the only lexical item used by males as an emphatic expression.

Tag and direct questions have been realized with females' comments for the purpose of (in the case of tag questions) asking for affirmation, and (in the case of direct questions) not having courage to say what they want directly or for saving others' face by hiding what is required with a question.

Moreover, imperative has been more frequent with males in their interaction with other male friends than females. When using imperative, females either use it in a funny sarcastic way or they add some intimate words to let the order have a more polite and not harsh or direct effect on others.

Sarcasm has a high proportion with male same-sex interaction. Besides, females are found to be more concerned about others' faces that is why flaming has been manipulated less frequently by females than males and the number goes down.
when females interact with other females. Females are also more open to criticize others indirectly.

In contrast to females who are more conservatives, males are more open and feel free to express their opinions on Facebook. As far as politeness is concerned, it is more common with females; they thank, apologize and show appreciation. In contrast, males appear to be less concerned with politeness, using criticism and tend to be more concerned about threatening the freedom of expression. Repetition of letters has been adopted extensively by females in contrast to males while exaggeration has scored the most frequent with females but interestingly little realization has been found in male-female interaction.

Depending on the finding, a test has been designed to find out whether or not applying the discoursal features discovered would let us recognize or predict the person's gender and identity through their comments on Facebook. Through the test, it has been discovered that females' comments (language) are more distinguished (prominent) than males'. The discoursal features that females use in their comments enable us to recognize their comments easier than that of males.

The wrong assumptions in the test were related to males' comments. That is, males can hide their gender with having some feminine language features (norms) such as using hedges which is a feature used more frequently by females. As a result, one may conclude that identifying or predicting the person's gender and identity out of the comments is not 100% accurate, though suggestive through the findings arrived at in this study.

**Recommendations**

The focus of gender differences over the past years has been on daily life conversation to the exclusion of the Internet. Hence, more studies can address this issue from a different perspective. Gender differences on the Internet can be added to the materials of the linguistic studies besides gender differences of everyday language.

The psychological gender differences in communication styles and influence tactics create stereotypical roles for males and females in conversation. These roles have implications for differences in, for instance, leadership styles between males and females. Gender differences in Internet language will cause misunderstanding or pragmatic failure between males and females. This can be another topic for future studies. Moreover, social media programs have been realized in our life more than others; some of these programs are taking the place of Television like You Tube; the content of these videos plus the comments may be a perspective field.
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Appendix

Test of Recognizing Gender Anonymity

A. Truly predicted gendered comments:

   jiftab wijnjak halga biliqra:ja 6 sni:n wxafæ:æt wlaŠabæ:n
   nafis wbas mari:d jsir bi: fi: jik'udu:n Šajæ?:firijsjan wyæ:ra
   jæ:xio flus Šala ittaŠab illi jæ:fa/
   (The humanitarian aspect it is not about working for free. After all these years of studying and hardworking and if something happens to the patient, instead of resorting to the law, they follow tribal ways and humiliate doctors; for all these reasons and you say doctors don’t deserve the money they take!)

   It’s a male comment since he is again flaming the one who posted a statue against the doctor; the person, in reaction, is defending doctors.

   (God bless you ... my love my uncle .... Good for you)

   It is assumed that it is a female comment. This is because the person left a space through dots between phrases, one of the ways of repeating letters strategy where females have been found to use it more frequently than males.
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3. I am jakun hæ:ða su?æ:l ðu: ?ahammijja biqadar issabab waræ:?:ahu ittahakkum ſala diju:fihi bi:fibæ:?:ae:t samid3a mu:hæ:?:wilan ?ihæ:natahum (…) bira?ji: ta:fîl:qæ:?:eihi hæ:?:ihi wataqdi:m diju:fihi biha:?:ihi ttari:qa huwa ?aqsa də3iddan min almawæ:?:qæ:?:issaxi:?:fa illi: jada?:uhum fi:hæ: (…) hæ:kaßen ra?eit/ (This was not an important question as much as the reason behind this taunt against his guests trying to humiliate them…in my opinion, his comments and the way he talks to his guests is harder than the situation he posts them in).

It is supposed that the comment is posted by a female. The person uses space between sentences, one way of repeating letters strategy; she also uses intensifiers /də3iddan/ (so) with the adjective /?aqsa/ (harder) which females use more frequently than males.

In this comment, one notices the use of/bira?ji:/ (in my opinion) and /hæ:kaßen ra?eit/ (I think); these are part of hedges strategy which females usually adopt in order not to impose their opinion on others.

4. hæ:ða ha?riq mu: (?)/
   (This is burn, isn’t it?)

Here a tag question is adopted then it is a female comment.

5. hæ:ða?i: (…)
   (That is a good decision, I mean there will be a space in the dorm for those who attended departments not in their cities)

In this extract, it is so clear the use of dots between the sentences (part of repeating letters strategy) as well as using hedges /ja?ni:/ (I mean) then the person is surely a female.

   (I remember our talk, we are lovely people, we don’t gossip about them)

It is assumed that a female is commenting since she is using the empty adjective /habba:bæ:bi:n/ (lovely), though she is using the words about herself and her friends but females in general use this word more frequently than males.

   (Yes, right (I swear), we can’t read before or after iftar)

Using affirmative expression /?e: walla/ (I swear) showing agreement with the statues being posted, it is an outstanding feature of females’ posts. So, it is a female comment.
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The person uses /hajæːti:/ (my life), an intimate word used more frequently by females. The person also uses a request to ask about an actor. Then it is a female comment.

18. /ʔiːtːiː iːdːaːq kulla jæːrayyːda saːh ilsæːnik ḥabiːbtiː/
   (You are very respectful Raghooda and you are right my love)
The person here is complimenting a girl, using the intimate word /ḥabiːbtiː/ (my love) which is used by females with nickname for the girl as well, so it is a female comment.

19. /ʔiːdːaːf ṣaːn jæːraɣɣuːda saḥ ilṣæː:nik ḥabiːbtiː/
   (You are very respectful Raghooda and you are right my love)
   The person here is complimenting a girl, using the intimate word /ḥabiːbtiː/ (my love) which is used by females with nickname for the girl as well, so it is a female comment.

B. Wrongly predicted gendered comments:

1. /rad3æːʾan bas ?ariːd ?aːʃruf ?iːdæː itqaḍiːm baːʃid maftuːḥ (ʔ)/
   (Please, I just want to know if application is still available?)
   The sentence contains a request form as well as the use of the word /rad3æːʾan/ (please), then it should be a female comment. However it was against our assumption.

2. /leːʃ mitwattir mitṣassib ?iːthammal raʔji lʔæːxar miʔlæːmaː:
   jiḥtirimak/
   (Why you are nervous, respect other's opinion just as they respect yours).
   The sentence contains a direct question with flaming the person replying to through using an imperative structure. This assumes that it is the style of a male comment. However, it was posted by a female person.